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Gift of New Chapel Completes the Building Plans.
WILUAM GWINN MATHER, '77, ANNOUNCES
JESTER CAST
PHOTOGRAPHED
PRESENTATION AT TRUSTEES' MEETING
Actors Doing Fine Work.
M!r. Mather has ·b een a careful hoped that work may be started in
student of architecture in this coun- the spring.
try and abroad. He is eager to make
Mr. Mather, whose gift makes p0sthis new chapel a perfect contrilbution sible a new ~hapel -at Trinity, was
born in Cleveland, Ohio, September
to college architecture in this coun- 22, 1857. He took the degree of M. A.,
try. It is his infention to make op- at Trinity College in 1877, and in 1!Jz5
was given the degree of LL.D., by
Kenyon College. His business career
began with the Cleveland Cliffs Iron
Company, in 1878, and but twelve
years later, in 1890, he became president of the company, a position he has
held since then. He is chairman of the
board of directors of the Otis Steel
Company; president of the Lake
Superior & Ishpeming Railway Company; and a director of the Union
Trust Company, the Guardian Trust
Company, and the White Motor Company.
& is a trustee of Trinity, of Kenyon College, Western Reserve University, and of the West Reserve HistOTical Society. W'hile in college he
was member of Phi Upsilon fraternity.
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WILLIAM G. MATHER.
portunity for future memorials to be
added by others to the chapel so that
----rt-nlay always be a living, growing
structure.
Mr. Mather is a deseendant of one
of the famous Mathers in colonial
days. He is related to Cotton and
Increase Mather, two eminent Puritan
divines, whose spiritual contribution
in the early days of New England
meant so much to the life of people
then.
Mr. Mather has long devoted himself to the study of the life and works
of the Mathers and that in him has
inspired him to make this contribution
to the spiritual life of his college.
The Trustees felt that these new
buildings should carry out in a general
way the original plan of Burges of
London, who designed the long line
of buildings in 1872. The original plan
h a~ been much modified by the late
S. B. P. Trowbridge, Trinity '83, who
is consulting architect of the college
and by his successor, Horace Greeley,
'!)4. The actual location of the four
buildings in prospect is in the hands
of the committee of Trustees in consultation with the building plans committee which is composed of Mr.
Mather, Mr. Elton, Mr. Milligan and
M!'. Ferguson.
The older buildings at Trinity represent one of. the finest examples of
collegiate: Gothic architecture in this
country. The new buildings will be
built in such a manner as to combine
\'/itl: the old into a college group of
which Hartford mJay well be proud.
At their meeting last June the
Trustees authorized the construction
of the first unit of a gymnasium, to
consist of a swimming pool and
squash courts. This building is to be
a memorial to the late S. B. P. Trowbr;dge of New York, a member of the
class of 1883 and for years architect
of the eollege. It was reported at the
meeting that in order to make the
building a worthy memorial, the cost
of its erection would greatly exceed
the original estimate of $150,000, and
a new estimate of $265,000 was given.
The Trustees immediately voted to
raise the necessary funds, and it is

In 1872 the Trustees of Trinity sold
the site which the College had occupied since its foundation in 1823 and
prepared to move out to its present
location. In seeking plans for their
new buildings they turned to England,
and their choice fell on William
Burges as architect for the new college.
It was just before this time that the
Gothic revival had received its start
in England. Burges had applied himself with enthusiasm to the study of
mediaeval architecture and had become a staunch supporter of the movement. In 1856 he received the first
award in the international competition
for Lille Cathedral, in 1859 he designed the catedral of Brisbane and
in 1862 the cathedral at Cork. He had
a strong preference for French Gothic,
and many of his works show definitely
the influence of the thirteenth century. Trinity College, built after his
plans, offers one of the earliest and
best examples of English secular
Gothic in this country.

L!lst Monday evening The Jesters'
cast was photographed in several
poses from various scenes in the play
for the Sunday gravure section of the
"Hartford Courant." The whole cast
was in full costum.e for the first time.
The men were mJade up by Mr. Morton,
wlho, besides being a very competent
coach, is also a good make-up man.
The characters looked very well in
their costumes. A\ pjOrtion otf the set
was erected in A!lumni Hall for the
background of the pictures. Paul
Ihrig, with the assistance of Kenneth
Linn, has ·b een doing a great deal of
work on the scenery in his capacity as
Stage Manager, and he deserves much
credit.
The cast is doing fine work under
the coaching of Mr. Morton, who
handles his men with great skill;
he is rapidly rounding out the characters and making the action of the play
smoother, so that by the time of the
final dress rehearsal an excellently
trained cast should be the result. Hall,
who has taken the place of Disco as
the leading lady, Emily, is doing very
well. Coles is playing the role of
Helen, the author's wife, formerly
held .by Hall. "Don" Large, as the
country consta'ble, is very amusing,
and he plays his part to perfection.

JOHN LARGE.

FRENCH PLAY.
The French Club is giving a performance of Moliere's "Le Medecin
Y.olant" next Monday evening in the
"Catacombs," otherwise Dr. Naylor's
classroom. This is a very amusing
one-act comedy, full of wit and horseplay, and is sure to be very enjoyable.
Students of Trinity are cordially invited to attend-at an admission fee
of twenty-five cents-and they may
be confident of receiving their
money's worth. As a further explanation and perhaps an added incentive,
it may be mentioned that this performance is one of the "for men only"
type. If you know French, you'll hear
plenty; if not, you will still hear and
see enough to satisfy.
Professor Perkins and Dr. Ogilby
are prominent in the cast and are
remarkably clever in their parts of
the old Gorgibus and the lawyer, respectively. "Dud" Burr is very funny
in his dual part of Sganarelle, the
valet and fake doctor. De Bonis plays
Valere, the young lover, very capably.
The object of his affections is Lucille
otherwise George Hey. Lucille's

"'Bob~' Gibson , makes a very convincing author, and his scientific "detecting" forms an important part of
the action of the play. Loomis makes
a handsome and distinguished young
husband as Jack.
"The Haunted House" is a fast-

cousin, Sobine, is played by Kenneth
Linn; these two are a charming pair
of "girls." Ralph Rogers has the role
of Gros-Resse, and he does fine work.
Dr. Naylor has worked very hard as
coach and director and a success is
assured. Bartlett is acting as Stage
Manager. Come and see "Le Medecin
Volant"-it's "hot stuff."

Basketball Practice Begun
Schedule Announced
With the entire 'varsity team intact from last year and the contribution of material from the Freshman
class and transfers, large and promising, Trinity's prospects on the basketball court this coming season are
very favora:ble. •Coach Oosting has had
his charges out three times a week
.since the close of the football
schedule, giving them long hard drills
at each practice. For the present he
is concerned only with fundamentals.
The 'varsity squad is roughly divided
into two teams, the regulars from last
season comprising the first team with
the transfers, Freshman and members of last year's junior 'varsity
grouped together on the second team.
Any attempt to predict the person•nel of the team that will line up
HARWOOD WOMIS.
against Providence on .January 7,
would be mere guesswork at this time.
moving play; there are plenty of It is possible however, that the letthrills throughout the whole three ter-men last year, Captain Mastronacts; things happen right from the arde, Hallstrom, Burr, Ebersold,
very start; just as the curtain rises Whitaker and Taute will be the first
on an almost dark stage, a creaking choices because of their experience.
sound is heard, and one of the win- Yet there is no question but that they
dows of the room is slowly lifted; a will receive some stiff competition
threatening mysterious character en- from some of the new men before the
ters the room by the window and season gets under way. Nye, a transprowls :around; a thud and a moan is fer from Springfield College, is a
heard overhead, then the invader is tall, rangy center, who should make
startled by the approach of a motor his presence felt after mid-years when
car and voices coming nearer the he will be free of the six months'
house; he is frantic, he must hide, and rule.
so he dives into a closet just as the
Deschamps, another transfer, is a
front door opens to admit the newly- guard of mtuch experience and recweds and their chauffeur. We must ognized ability. IHe was a mem'ber of
not tell more, it is against the ethics teams at St. Thomas Seminary •a nd at
of mystery-play reviewing, but suf- Hartford High School for a number of
fice it to say that this thriller has years as well as a few amateur fives
its full quota of screams, ghosts, about the city. Slossberg and Strong,
shots in the dark and mysterious dis- both transfers from Connecticut Agappearances; there are enough shocks gies, look promising. The eligibil,ity
to give anyone that goose-fleshy feel- of these men as well as several Freshman candidates at mid-years will proing. All in all it's a great show.
vide Coach Oosting with some excellent material for the 'varsity. Other
men seeking places on the team are
Knurek, Kostin, Fleming, Glynn, J. C.
Smith, Schultz and Apter.
GLEE CLUB.
The addition of Harvard, ProviThe weekly rehearsal of the Glee dence College, St. Michaels and parClub was held on Monday evening of ticularly Dartmouth insures some real
difficult opposition for the coming
this week. The attendance was smal- year. Dartmouth was acclaimed the
ler than usual and consequently but Eastern Intercollegiate Champion last
little progress was made in the ·s ing- year and with most of her veterans
ing of the new song. Only about thirty remaining will make a strong bid to
m:en reported when there should have repeat her 1926-27 triumph.
The basketball schedule:
been at least fifty.
Jan. 7-Providence College, at home.
The club is still severely handiJan.ll-Worcester Tech, at home.
capped ·b y the lack of tenors and the Jan.18-Harvard, away.
present situation is anything but en- Jan. 21-Williams, at home.
couraging, for a chorus certainly can- Jan. 27-Brooklyn Poly, at home.
not be expected to function properly Feb. 3--IWesleyan, away.
Feb. 8-Dartmouth, away.
when the parts are unevenly balanced.
Feb. 9-Norwich, away.
•Glee Clubs in other colleges are
among the most important student Feb. 11-Pratt, at home.
Feb. 14-St. Michaels, at home.
organizations, but at Trinity there
Feb. 18-Clark, away.
seems to be little or no enthusiasm.
Feb. 23-Norwich, at home.
They have succeeded elsewhere, why
Mar. 3-Conn Aggies, at home.
not here? .
Be at the next meeting and show
your college spirit! Even if you don't
think you can sing, at least have your
voice tried so that you may know
whether you have vocal ability or not

COMING EVENTS
Monday, December 12-French Play in the Catacombs: "Le Medecin
Volant", by Moliere .

Tuesday, December 13-7.00 p. m. Radio D'ialogue: "Early Thinkers", Professors Costello and Barret.

Tuesday, December 13-4.00 p. m. Faculty Meeting.
Friday, December 16---8.15 p. m. The Jesters. "The Haunted
House", by Owen Davis at the Hartford Club.

HThe Haunted
House"
To be presented by

HThe Jesters"
at Hartford Club
December 16, 1927
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ALL SET.
That's that. A sigh of relief was
heard when William Mather, '77, announced the completion of the building plans by the addition of a chapel.
When this note was struck it seemed
to all those present that this meeting
maT ked the 'b eginning or the end of an
epoch. From now on the second factor
in the revival of Trinity College was
to be considered.
The general consensus of opinion is
that Trinity is on the upgrade. As it
is with countries so it is with colleges. There is a time when either
one is at its zenith or at its nadir.
There is every reason to believe that
we have passed the lowest stage and
are well on our way to the top. This
has been made possible by a systematic procedure. Instead of developing,
as one, the four factors which must
always be kept in mind when one
thinks in terms of colleges, faculty,
endowment, buildings, students, these
have been tackled one by one. As regards the faculty, very little revision
was necessary. The endowment of the
college, however, was not very large.
and funds had to lbe raised. !Soon we
were finished with these first two
factors.
Now came the time to turn to buildings. Toward the completion of these
plans it was decided that the physical,
mental and spiritual needs of the
student should be considered. We were
sorely in need of a new chemistry
laboratory. The transfer of the
Chemical department to the new
building would leave plenty of room
for the other departments. Thus the
mental needs of the student were supplied.
Along with the mental, the physical. A real gymnasium was necessary. By building a new gym more
room was left for the work of developing the body. At the same time
the needs of a growing student body
were considered and a new dormitory
was added to the list of proposed
buildings. The spiritual was yet to be
satisfied.
Finally this also was taken care
of when the new chapel was given.

The old chapel renovated made more
lecture room and again we were to
have more space.
We're all set-plenty of elbow room
space for the development of our
college. We have been able to accomplish all this without sacrificing
our standards which are so high. With
that impetus the number of students
will be increased to the desired limit.
This has been a great step forward
and Trinity College is deeply ii~debted
to the men who have made it possible.
Mr. Mather's contribution is not
only a contribution to Trinity College
but to art and to spiritual life. It is
in this way that Mr. Mather continues the work of several famous
members of the Mather family.

TO OUR CRITICS.
Repeated and significant are the
remarks concerning "The Tripod."
Here is what one critic says, "You are
trying to print a paper and you have
no news.
You are timid; you are
afraid to print what students should
and are thinking. As for literature,
there is no ability up there. You are
youths and should not take things too
seriously. You cannot compete with
newspapers and it would be useless
to try. There is nothing gained by
calling a spade a steam-shovel when
you can just as easily call it a spade
or even an implement for the turning
of soil."
Now on first thought this sounds
reasonable. Take any issue of "The
Tripod." There are no great murder
trials recorded; we find no traces
of recent cross-country air flights.
This paper has not been proclaimed
in news circles as the college paper.
N o, there is nothing startling, nothing
of that radicalism which we students
ache to see. Why not set the town on
fire-why not become insane, we
might try a hand at something
original-propose that Hartford erect
a hotel for Grand Opera Singers-or
raise money for a new club called
"Choosers?"
As for a hotel here in Hartford to
be used solely by singers and Grand
Opera Singers-no less, we might just
forget it. For, it must be remembered
that there aren't enough music lovers
in this city. The club "Choosers,"
would go very well, but "The Tripod"
published by the students of Trinity
College, must print news concerning
those whom it represents.
Before we forget it, our Critic says
that we are youths--we should be
more frivolous---!We should take things
lightly. Yes, quite often we do foolish
things and immediately one of our
elders says, "You're only a boy yet."
We are glad that we have not outgrown this stage. But does our critic
mean to imply that we should be content to let others do our thinking for
us? Is it not the youth who does the
worthy and remarkable things? Is it
not the young man who has high aspirations to do the impossible, who
ventures into unknown lands beset by
dangers manifold?
The crew of the Santa Maria were
a crew of young men. Were they foolish and frivolous? We are convinced
that these men were as sane and
serious as more mature men would
have been. There is no indication that
these men who first saw the shores
of America called a spade a steamshovel or any other utensil used at
that time equivalent to it.
Now, as regards ability to write, we
think that the critic has contradi'cted
himself. If we are not to be serious,
why make any attempts at literature?
Anything, to be of value, .must be
serious and sincere. And we who are
so much better equipped than our
predecessors were, should, by the
proper use of our opportunities, open
new and far-reaching roads.
The world is vexed by continued attempts to muddle it up. The modern
thing may be to distort mankind,
throw things into confusion and to
startle people by thoughtless radicalism. Let's relinquish that duty to the
old m,en: let them take the beaten
path. We take a new trail. What the
world needs is more constructive reasoning and more o£ flie spirit o£ the
Santa Maria.

WEFROSH.
Dear Al:
With very few exceptions these upperclassman seen around the campus
and on M:a in Street wiho have stuck
doggedly to the haibit of going hatless
have all found hats.
We had a big rainstorm last week
the day of the Sophomore Hop and I
did get wet. By the way can you
imagine, they made us lug heavy furniture from one end of the campus
to the other, and in the blinding
storm. (I found that phrase in a
movie caption.) I had a perfect time;
there was an exceptionally g·ood orchestra d'rom Amherst.
Probably
you've heard of them-the Lord Jeff's
Serenaders. W:hen we have a n affair
we should hire them. Wlhat surprised
me most was thes-e Seniors who had
red and blue ribbons on. They l<>oked
good. I was thinking of buying one
to put on but none of them would
relinquish them.
The biggest thing that happened
was the Trustees' Meeting. The more
I think of it the better I like it. Four
buildings on the plans-a gymnasium,
a chem. lab, a dormitory and now a
new chapel. See my words did help.
Now these birds that wrecked the organ don't have to pay for that but
instead we all got to settle 'b y paying
f:iJfty sparklers more next year. N<>w
there's the only catch to that meeting
of the Trustees. Of course if you
have the necessary, that should not
interfere but there must be several
in this college now who can hardly
see their way clear at the present
rate. Fortunately, we can find <>ccupations during the summer and those
who can't raise the money can get
loans. Then too, the fact, that one
who has no money should receive no
education might be taken into consideration. Oh well, things will be all
right I guess-! have only three and
three-quarters years left here so I
don't worry. Look how nice it will
seem after we're out-to look at the
college as it grows and builds continually it will be pleasant to remember
that we as memlbers of the student
body hel,p ed toward the completion
of those plans.
Another very important move made
at that meeting was the announcement of the raise in salary. I think
I'm going to run for ·Congress, next
election . I suppose we'll have to attend all classes from now on.
The
professors will give no more cuts at
all, to show us that we're getting
what we paid for.
I won't probably have another
chance to write to you before Christmas but in the meantime take care
of yourself.
Y·o ur Friend,
HARRY.

THE TRINITY MARCHING SONG.
This year singing on the campus
has received a great stimulus through
the re-establishment of the Glee Club
with Mr. Laubin as director and
Charles Solms as the president of the
organization. Not more than a year
ago the late Judge Black, Alumnus
and Trustee, made the statement that
"a singing college is a successful college", and no one doubts but that if
the men on the campus express their
feelings in song, and if good music
is encouraged in every way, the whole
student body will be happier and more
satisfied.
Another of our alumni, Joseph Buffington, '75, has written the words of
a song intended to be set to the tune
of the Australian soldier's marching
song which we heard frequently a few
years ago; an anonymous friend of
the college has expressed his willingness to offer a prize to the group on
the ca:mipus, whether fraternity or
some other organization, that will
learn and sing the song for which
Judge Buffington supplied the words.
Last year the fraternities made it a
custom in the springtime to sing thei~
favorite songs on the campus. This
new song might have its part in the
revival of the delightful custom.

The words of the song are here
given:
Trinity Marching Song.

!!,~,,~,,~,,~,,

II Half HOse I

Dublin's her Trinity
At Cambridge one you see,
While Oxford Town with her
Cap and Gown, has one that's great;
0
But of all the World's Trinity's
There's only one for me,
It's the Trinity of Hartford
o
In the good old Nut-meg State.
Yes I can see it all;
Old Northam's Towers tall;
The flagstaff white;
The soft moon light; o'er Trinity.
While through the dim of years,
Again "'Neath the Elms" I hear
Where the bronze Bishop guards,
Keeping watch and ward, o'er Trinity.

Men appreciate gifts of
Hose, especially those
selected from our im~
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rayon and wool, rayon
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Mother of men, all hail0
Thy sons shall never fall,
Serving duty; seeking beauty;
We prevailo
Here underneath the Elms.
&~,,~,,~,,~co
Love of thee overwhelms,
Mem'ry calls us; Love enthralls usTrinity..

Brown, Thomson ,...
& Company

Chorus:
Sons of old Trinity, Blue and the Gold
are we
Back of each the strength of all for
Trinity,
Bound by one common chord, voiced
by one deep loved word,
College mother, we've no other,
Trinity.

G.Fox &Co.
Inc.

RARTFORD

Do Your
Christmas
Shopping
Early

An additional feature, to be added
to the singing of this fine marching
song, might be the production of additional verses "breathing loyalty to
one's fraternity, or to the college or
both."
Those who are interested in the outside activities on the campus are looking forward to the more widespread
interest not only in this particular
song but in other new songs which
may be written by those who have the
ability. Undoubtedly, prizes could be
secured from generous friends either
Booksellers and
for the words or the music of a new
Stationers
song; this together with new college
77-79 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn
cheers, etc., would furnish a great
step forward in developing college
spirit and enthusiasm.
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EXCERPTS FROM "'DHE TABLET."
In September, 1824, when Trinity
College opened two buildings were
ready for occupancy. The building
housing the Chapel, library, and lecture rooms was designed by Professor
S. F. B. Morse, inventor of the telegraph. Solomon Willard, designer of
the Bunker Hill Monument, drew the
plans for the dormitory. The third
building of the old group was added
in 1835 and had accommodations for
80 more students.
For fifty years these buildings
were used until the purchase of the
site by the state and the forced removal to our present site. President
Johnson visited England and secured
Mr. Thomas Burges as architect for
the new buildings. He drew plans for
three great quadrangles in early
secular French Gothic. In 1875 President Pychon broke ground for the
new buildings and in 1878 Seabury
and Jarvis H\alls were ready for
occupancy. Northam Towers were
built in 1881 to complete the western
line of the center quadrangle. Until
1914· when . Williams Memorial was
added the original plan was forgotten and buildings out of harmony
with that plan were 'b uilt.
The
present Gym, built in 1887, replaced
a frame structure that was moved
from the old site. On the south line
were erected Jarvis Laboratory in
1888 and Boardman Hall in 1899.
In the "Tablet" of October 5, 1878,
student opinions on the new location
are registered:
"The removal has developed a multitude of relic hunters. Wood, stones
and metals from the old buildings
have acquired marvelous value. Perhaps the most interesting of all are

Also CALHOUN PRESS- Quality Job Printers
356 Asylum Street, Hartford.

THE COLLEGE STORE
THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION
M. W. SCHER, Prop.
44 Vernon Street,
Hartford, Conn.
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"There is in art a point of perfection, as there is a point of
e:x,cellence or of maturity in
nature. He who feels it and
loves it has perfect taste; he
who does not feel it, and who
cares rather for what falls short
of it or goes beyond it, has defective taste. There is then a
good and a bad taste, and disputes about tastes are founded
in reason."-La Bruyere.
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THE TRIPOD
the canes made from the old staircase.
The owner of these possesses a genuine treasure."
"It appears that the youth of the
surrounding ~e_gions look upon our
recent occupation of Rocky Hill with
A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A jealous eye. While we should uphold
our dignity and honor in all respects
GREAT CONVENIENCE.
it is to be hoped that we shall not
needlessly imbrue our hands in the
blood of these wrathful sons of toil."
"We ought to give the impression
that we have come from civilized
homes, by treating these buildings as
if they were such. They are to be our
A
home for a series of years and ought
to be so regarded."
"Laborers are busily engaged in
grading the land east of Seabury Hall.
The grass seems to be growing finely
BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND and every hope is entertained of a
fine yield of turnips by the coming
PRINT DEALER.
spring."

HARTFORD NA:TIONAL
BANK AND TRUST CO.
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REAL BOOK SHO'P

Edwin Valentine Mitchell

THE RENAISSANCE.
The Renaissance in France during
the 16th centuty has never failed to
interest immensely the student when
he first approaches it. The enthusiasm
for learning, .almost beyond credulity
in some cases, displayed by men of
all classes, the building of palatial
residences for the Kings and their
numerous retinues, the moulding of
&
the French language into a medium
alike for stately prose and sprightly
verse, tlie soj!mrns at Paris of such
famous characters as Benvenuto Cellini; these are but a scant few of the
many topics of absorbing interest to
one who delves into the life and literature of France between 1500 and 1600.
One of the most noteworthy figures
in this moving pageant of the RenAND LET A COl-LEGE MAN
aissance life and· times is Pierre RonGIVE YOUR ORDERS
sard, poet and polished courtier, who
HIS PERSONAL ATTENTION.
flourished during the reign of Francis
HE KNOWS.
the first.
He has left to posterity several
volumes of poetry, much of which
would most frankly prove dull and
dreary to present-day readers. On the
HOTEL BOND.
other hand, eertain fam<>us sonnets
Teleph<>ne 6-3060.
of his, sonorous and stately, are destined never to perish.
His lighter verse, too, is worthy of
our passing notice. One day in a
jovial mood and yet ever mindful of
that
philosophy so characteristic of
10 CHAIRS.
the Renaissance writers-"Art is
H. FITCHNER
G. CODRARO long, time is fleeting," he writes a
poem to his soul. It is a playful ditty
Proprietors
to his soul, full of delicate diminutives, which would seem at first sight
to defy translation.
Branch Shop:
A Son Arne
Amelette Ronsardelette,
Mignonnelette, doucelette,
Tres chere hostesse de mon corps,
Tu descends la-bas faiblette,
Pale, maigrelette, seulette
Dans le froid Royanme des morts:
ALWAYS RELIABLE
Toutefois simple, sans remords
De meurtre, poison, ou rancune,
Meprisant faveurs et tresors
Tant envies par la commune.
SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE Passant, j'ai dit, suis ta fortune,
UNION EVERY FRIDAYNe trouble mon repos, je dors.
Two students in French 6 have
succeeded very skillfully in rendering
Tailors, Clothiers, Haberdashers this piece into unusual English. DudMiddletown:
Hartford Office: ley H. Burr, already celebrated in the
205 Main Street
Bond Hotel annals of football and now about to
cover himself with glory for his histrionic ability in French comedy, has
clothed Ronsard's apostrophe in
twentieth century American dress, to
wit:
Oh, sawed-off soul of half-pint RonOF THE BETTER CLASS
sard, little sugar plum and sweet
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS
baby, honey-dewed eellarer of my anatomical system, weak in the knees you
flopped in the gutter, white as a
ghost, a mere skeleton of yourself,
and no mother to guide you, off into
the Arctic realm of the defunct you
went; at all times, innocent as a newborn babe without batting an eyelash
at sash-weight murders, arsenic, or
bootleg wars, tilting your nose at inside help from higher up and chances
of a good rake-off which make the
gas-house gang turn green in envy.
Just as a tip-off, I said, "Follow your
nose and respect the signs, 'Quiet
please!' I'm all set to cork off."
Publication Work a Specialty
Albert DeBonis has tried another
vein. His rendition is less Rabelaisian
MONOTYPE COMPOSITION
than that of Trinity's phenomenal center; it smacks more of the salon, of
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION
polished parlor and powdered perruques. We quote in full:
Printers of "The Tripod"
27 Lewis Street, Hartford.
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48 to 58 Pratt St., Hartford.
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TO HIS SOUL.
By Pierre Ronsard.
(Translated by Albert V. De Bonis.)
Little soulie of Ronsard,
Little darling and sweetheart,
Dearest dweller in my frame,
Down thou goest, feeble flame,
Pale and puny, all alone,
To the cold realm of the prone;
Always artless, without remorse
For murder, poison, or hatred coarse,
Scorning favors and the proud
Wealth desired by the crowd. ,
I, passing, sung thee; go thy way,
Break not my rest, I sleep for aye.
Choose the one wh1ch suits you · better, for de gustibus non est disputandum.
-LOUIS H. NAYLOR.

THE HAMPTON QUARTET.
Tuesday morning the student body,
together with many of the faculty
members and their friends, enjpyed
one of the best musical programs
that has ever been presented in the
Trinity College chapel. Principal
James E. Gregg of Hampton Institute,
Fort Monroe, Virginia, accompanied
by the Negro men's quartet of that
institution, succeeded. very well in
giving us a good idea of the work
which Hampton is doing for the colored race. The singers rendered some
of the old Negro spirituals as only
they can interpret their own music.
Certainly their deep, rich voices, combined with the rather humorous,
though sincere, words of the selections
they sung, were pleasant and impressive. One could not help feeling that
here was a race that possessed a
very fine sense of ·the refined and
chaste in music. It was notable that
the quartet used no instrument of
any kind to give them their tones, and
yet the tone coordination in all of
the numbers was perfect. Dr. Gregg
remarked that the usage of any instrument for the purpose of giving
the key was foreign to typical Negro
singing. In further commenting on
the spiritual as meriting a place
among the distincti'le types of racial
music, Dr. Gregg declared that it was
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the folk music of the Negro race in
America. The early slaves, cut off
from the source of their own traditions and history, had recourse to
the Bible. Being a race of inherent
depth of religious feeling, they readily adopted the Biblical hero stories
to their own peculiar style of expression. The effect has been amusing in some cases, deeply moving in
others, and pleasing in all.
Hampton is one of the two largest
institutions that have as their goal
higher education for the Negro. It
believes that the Negro problem can
best be met by the education of that
race in arts, sciences, and the manual
arts. Its enrollment a"t-1 piresent ds
more than 2,300, and a majority of
the students are preparing for teaching or welfare work. Thus Hampton
is a .g reat power for the good among
the eleven or twelve million colored
persons in this country.

We sincerely trust that the Hampton Institute quartet will return to
Trinity at some time in the near
future. Certainly such an event is
instructive, entertaining, and worth
while from every angle.

A spinster was shocked at the lanused ,b y W<>rkmen repairing
telegraph lines near her home. She
wrote to the COlll!Pany and the f<>rell11an was asked to report. This he
did as !follows:
"Me and Bill Wright were on this
job. I was up the ;pole and accidently let the hot lead :fall down Bill's
neck. ,B ill l<>oked up and said, 'You
really must ·b e more careful, 'A:xry'!"
gua~
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Engravers
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SLOSSBERG
Tailorine; Parlor

The W. G. Mather
Library
"The Portraits of Increase Mather,
with Some Notes on Thomas Johnson,
an English Mezzotinter, by Kenneth
B. Murdock, Ph.D., Cleveland: For
Private Distribution by William
Gwinn Mather, 1924"; quarto; X, 1
leaf, 70 pp., and colophon: "Printed
by Bruce Rogers at the Harvard University Press, Cambridge, in June,
1925, the text from the original types
of John Baskerville, owned by the
Press"; 250 copies, 10 plates, reproducing all known contemporary and
two later portraits, three being reproduced here for the first time. Professor Murdock's careful introduction
thinks that the Mezzotinter Thomas
Johnson may be identical with the
Thomas Johnson of Canterbury, if
we can assume for him a working life
covering 1651-1715! This book was
of the "Fifty Best Books" of 1925,
perhaps the best of them all. It is
certainly an exquisitely beautiful
volume.

"The Mather Literature, by Thomas
J. Holmes, Librarian of the William
Gwinn Mather Library. Privately
printed for William Gwinn Mather,
Cleveland: 1927"; VII, 64 pp., and
colophon: "Printed by Horace Carr
High Class and Fashionable Tailoring at Cleveland, Ohio, in March, 1927,
in an edition of 250 copies." It is
very well printed, too, and neatly halfbound by Whitman Bennett, New
Telephone 5-3076
York. Prefatory notes state that this
is a paper read before the Rowfant
Club, Cleveland, on November 14,
1925.
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The well known Trinity Tailor
65 Lincoln Street, Hartford.

GLASSES
a Specialty

THE HARVEY & LEWIS CO.

Opticians

865 Main Street, Hartford, Conn.

The Arcade Barber Shop
JOSEPH P. TROIANO
(Successor to J. G. March)

U. S. Security Trust Co. Bldg.
36 Pearl St.
783 Main St.

THE CASE, LOCKWOOD
AND BRAINARD CO.
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
AND PAPER RULERS
85 Trumbull Street
HarHord, Conn.
Plaonei-IZII

We Sterilize Everything

THE NEW BARBER SHOP
Old Hartford Fire Building
Corner Pearl and Trumbull Streets
l. MeGee

Fred Ganthler

W. A. Healey
J. Flood

A.JeHenon
H. Warren

COLLEGE STATIONERY

The Trinity Stationery Co.
253 Asylum Street
Near Ann Street

We carry a Full Line of College
Supplies

OH BOYS!
Don't forget to call on

The Professional Building
Barber Shop.
59 High Street,

Hartford, Conn.

THE TRIPOD earnestly
asks the students to Patronize
its Advertisers, whenever possible, and to mention their
connection with Trinity College while making their
purchases.

Force of HJabit.
.Aibsent-minded business man (·a fter
kissing his wife)-"Now, dear,' l ·w'ill
dictate a couple of letters."
-Kittykat.

WHAT you get out of a pipe
depends on what you feed it.
Millions of contented jimmypipers will tell you that Prince
Albert commands a pipe to stand.
and deliver. You suspect you are
in for some grand pipe-sessions
the minute you get a whiff of
P.A.'s aroma.
The first pipe-load confirms
your suspicions. What a smoke,
Fellows! Remember when you
asked for the last dance and she
said ~~you've had it!"? P. A. is
cool, like that. And sweet! as knowing that she didn't really mean it.

Sweet and mellow and mild and
long-burning.
Put your pipe on P. A. You can
hit it up to your heart's content,
knowing in advance that P. A.
will not bite your tongue or parch
your throat. That one quality
alone gets P. A. into the best
And then
smoke-fraternities.
think of all its other qualities!

A copy of the delightful printed
menu of that dinner is before us. It
is entitled: "A Dinner at The Homestead Gwinn, over against the Lake,
at half after one of the clock, on 27
December, 1925, given by William
Gwinn Mather and Katherine LivingP. A. i1 soltl every•
ston Mather, to the Cleveland Mathwhere in tidy red tins,
pound and half-pound
ers, children of Richard Mather, sometin humidors, and
time called the Emigraunt; and after,
pound crystal-glass
humidors with sponge ..
that our ancient Fathers be held in
moistener top. And
remembrance, some of their Books
alwttys with e'Yery bit
of bile and parch re·
will be shown, and Thomas James
mo'Yed by the Prince
Holmes will speak of the said Books,
Albert process.
and wherefore they were written";
and it is embellished with quaint cuts
of Richard, Increase and Cotton
Mather, of "Ancient Boston, from the
Roade to Dorchester," of "Gwinn,"
and finally the pictorial "Geneology
of Mather Authors showing connec-no other tobacco zs like it!
tion with Mathers of Cleveland." Of
the ingenious whimsical menu itself
@ 1927, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
we must reproduce one specimen
Company, Winston·Salem, N. C ..
paragraph:
"1639. A year of Natures bounty
was commemorated in the name of
INCREASE, born on June 21. He teen thousand titles. What a tremen- Phips, and thus induced him to put of every known Mather work, towas Cressy as a child, though later dous, fierce activity is here indicated! a stop to the witch trials then in ,p rog- gether with a description of the book,
he achieved the dignity of CRESCEN- The largest single group in that litera- ress and to pardon those victims and a census of the known copies, inTIUS and stood before kings. Birth- ' ture was that written by the Mathers. already under sentence. Mr. Holmes dicating where these are to be found.
day celebrations at the Dorchester . . . There exist records of some six says that this is proved by Governor With each description will be a brief
parsonage with CODFISH & CAN- hundred and fifty titles written by Phips's two letters to the home gov- quotation from the original book, deARY SACK."
fourteen authors of the line of Rich- ernment. "In these he explains the signed to indicate its contents. A reard Mather who were born within six situation in regard to the trials, his view, sometimes a summary of the
We had already read with interest generations. Their works, published method of handling that situation and contents, and a brief sketch of its hisand profit three previous valuable over a period from 1640 to 1800, are the reasons for his action. He credits torical setting, will be given to thee
papers by Mr. Holmes, namely, chiefly ecclesiastical, doctrinal, homi- Increase ]dather by nanbe as the more important works, chiefly those
"Notes on Richard Mather's 'Church letic, though a number are historical, source of his inspiration and repeats of Richard, Increase and Cotton. The
Government,' London, 1643" (Am. An- and some contain popular science, as the conclusions of ]dather's book as annotations for the more important
tiquarian Soc. Proc. for Oct., 1923), science ·w as then understood. We will justifying his acts, using . Mather's works of Increase are already finished
"The Surreptitious Printing of One of later look into some of these books." very words. With the able collabora- and ready for the press. A photograph
Cotton Mather's Manuscripts" (BiblioToday Increase Mather's "best tion of Dr. K. B. Murdock we hope of the best available copy of each
graphical Essay&, A Tribute to W.
known
work is perhaps his 'Essay for to present this evidence in a printed Mather title-page has been taken by
Eames, 1924); see BOOKS for March
the
Recording
of Illustrious Provi- form very shortly." We are very anxi- the courtesy of librarians, trustees
1, 8, 15 and April 5, 1925, and "Cotton
dences,' printed in Boston in 1684. It ous to see this evidence in print; with and governing officials of libraries
Mather and his Woritings on Witchspecial reference to Professor G. L. containing Mather collections. Zinc
craft" (Bibliographical Soc. of Ameri- records 'Miscellaneous observations Burr's admirable volume of "Narra- etchings have been made from these
concerning things rare and wonderful
ca Papers vol. 18).
both as to the works of Creation and tives of the Witchcraft Cases, (1648- photographs for over six hundred of
The present little books is also a Providence.' In it are accounts of un- 1706" (N.Y., 1914).
the six hundred and fifty known
very able performance, evincing a usual storms at sea with remarkable
But for us the most important and works."
thorough grasp of the subject. From deliverances, of lightning, magnetism, welcome part of this pretty little book
We wish Mr. William Gwinn Mather
it our library statistics above are earthquakes and other natural phe- by Mr. Holmes is to be found near its and his associates all possi'b le suctaken.
nomena. It tells of demons and witch- end: "Mr. Mather has sponsored a cess in this new and most laudable
Mr. Holmes calls attention to the craft. For his sources the editor drew project to compile an adequate bibliog- undertaking, which will be of great
fact that it was the Congregational- in part upon "The Philosophical raphy and description o.f the Mather service to future students in various
ists who founded both Harvard and Transactions' of the Royal Society and literature. This work is going forward fields.
Yale, and that "their polity found other scientific publications of the under the joint editorship of Dr.
early literary ex.pression in such wiork time.
George P. Winship, of the H;arvard
as John Cotton's 'Keyes of the KingAnother book by Increase Mather, College Library, and myself. Dr. Wildom of Heaven' (1644), Thomas his famous "Cases of Conscience Con- berforce Eames is doing a section of
Hooker's 'Survey of the Summe of cerning Evil Spirits, Witchcrafts, etc." the Bay Psalm Book, giving a full
Ranter......-.1"I expect to make a furor
Church Discipline' (1648), but chief- (Boston, 1693), turns out to have been record of all its known editions. The with my H.a.mlet."
ly and most distinctly in the (1643- a work of very great practical impor- entire Mather bibliography will conFrank Friend-"Oh, more than a
1664) of Richard Mather.. , . Con- tance in its day; because it was sub- sist of six volumes. It will contain a few, my ]:>oy-the entire audience.''
gregational ·iiterature might total fif- mitted in manuscript to Governor full-size reproduction of the title-page
---1Montreal Star.
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Tuition Fees to be
Raised Next Year

to be imperiled by any process of bisection; the product Qf the New England small college represents an ideal
the worth of which is well recognized.

Two important economic measures,
raising of the tuition fee . of Trinity
College from $30() to $350, and increasing the salaries of all faculty
members were adopted by the Board
of Trustees of the college at its winter meeting Saturday morning upon
recomm·e ndation of President Remsen B. Ogilby.
In urging the increase in tuition
fee President Ogilby seconded the sentiments of John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
expressed in an address at Brown
University last year. Mr. Rockefeller
pointed out that originally education
in privately supported colleges was
practically free, because the students
were expected to go into the ministry,
into teaching or engage in some other
professional activity in which the
financial returns to them would be
small but the gain to the public large.
Today, however, the majority of
students go to college for a good time,
for social considerations or to fit
themselves to earn money, Mr. Rockefeller said, and the idea of service to
the community is no longer the chief
consideration. Under these changed
conditions, he believed, the student
might properly be expected to pay
for the benefits he receives.
The board voted to make the increase effective January 1, 1928.
The increased scale of salaries for
the professors calls for a new mlaxi:mum of $5,500 a year, President Ogilby said Saturday night.
In his annual report President Ogilby suggested that the board consider
the question of loans to students as
auxiliary to or as substitute for existing scholarships. "Certainly," he said,
"some students would prefer a loan
to an out-and-out scholarship."

"It is impossible within the confines of this report to discuss adequately all the elements in this problem. We might, for example, challenge the whole purpose of the junior
college by questioning the value of instruction in the basic sciences by
super-high-school methods for young
men of sophomore age. Suffice it to
say that there is a problem here of
some moment. It is a time when we
should make every endeavor to
strengthen our material resources in
endowment and plant, to meet the
needs and possibly the competition of
the near future."

Owen Morgan Trustee.
Police Commissioner Owen Morgan,
'06, assistant secretary of the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company, was elected an alumni trustee
to fill the unexpired term of the late
Henry Campbell Black, '80, of Washington, D. C.
President Ogilby opened his annual
report by paying tribute to four members of the board of trustees who died
during the year, including Rev. Dr.
.John James McCook, Sydney George
Fisher, Shiras Monis and Dr. Black.
In discussing the junior college situation, President Ogilby expressed the
conviction th·a t Trinity has little cause
for apprehension.
"So far, the junior college has made
little headway in New England, but
the problems it may raise have been
discussed 'with vague apprehension
by the administrators and graduates
<>f our older colleges," he said. "To
my mind there is little reason for
such apprehension Qn our part at
Trinity. The establishment of a junior
college in Hartford for example,
might prove of great advantage to us,
by relieving us of some of the pressure consequent upon our juxtaposition to a growing city."

Financial Condition Excellent.
President Ogilby reported the financial affairs of Trinity College to be in
excellent condition.
"Due to the excellent judgment of
our finance committee," he said, "the
securities owned • by the college
present an enviable record. With endowment of July 1 of a book value
of $2,996,930.52 and a market value
on the same date of $3,580,040.39,
only two issues of bonds, $15,000 in
all, are in default and only 95 shares
of the 'New Haven' road, is not paying regular dividends."
Discussing the problem created by
the growing tendency of students
whose major interest is in English,
economics, history or philosophy to
choose the bachelor of science degree
because they do not want to attempt
the three years of college Latin or
Greek, required for the arts degree,
President Ogilby said:
"We at Trinity have been giving
two degrees, bachelor of arts and
bachelor of science. The first of these,
jealously safeguarded, and highly
respected by other educational institutions, is being chosen each year by
a smaller number of students; most
men study for the bachelor of science
degree.
Revising Requirements.
"The value of this last degree in
graduate schools is blurred by the
fact that' it by no means guarantees
a real interest in science or definite
achievement in that field. There is
a considerable group of students having their major interest in English,
history, philosophy and economics,
who prefer the minimum requirement
of science for the B. S. degree to the
three years of Greek or Latin in college required for the B. A. degree.
Yet the degree in arts would seem the
more appropriate for such men."
"Viarious solutions to this problem,
which is also experienced by other
institutions, have been tried," said
President Ogilby, but, "it would seem
as if our solution was to readjust our
requirements for the two degrees so
that men who need the emphasis upon
cultural subjects would naturally
choose the degree in arts. The faculty have this subject under consideration, and may make some recommendation to the trustees, in whose hands
lie the requirements for the degree."

Disappointment was expressed by
President Ogilby at the results ac"Of course, the success of junior complished by the college while cocolleges in New England might re- operating with the Y. M. C. A.'s Hillduce the number of students turning yer Institute.
to our smaller colleges, most of which
"Members of the faculty teaching at
have increased much in strength in Hillyer found that young men who
the last 25 years. We shar3 the prob- approached studles of college grade
lem with all those of our group. It with perhaps an insufficient preparaseems to me, however, that our in- tion and after a day of hard factory
crease in endowment, together with labor, were not able to carry the
our new building program, will put us work," he said. "The few students
in such a position that we can con- who presented themselves for examtinue to serve our generation iby pro- ination at the college were rarely
viding a continuous four-year course able to get satisfactory grades, and
of definite cultural value.
the number of men who finally
"I believe strongly that there is a achieved full standing in the college
value of an intangible nature in the was so small that it did not justify
four years of college life too precious the la!bor involved.''
Junior College Teaching.

Faculty Expansion Possible.
Another group exists in the city,
however, many of them school teachers, who were anxious to complete
college work already begun, or to do
advanced study, and for these persons
the college inaugurated an extension
service two years ago, the president
continued. Last year, administration
of the extension was placed in the
hands of the Y. W. C. A., and "from
the start the alliance worked well,"
Dr. Ogilby reported.
In fact, "the increased success" of
the courses has proved embarrassing,
he said, and has created two new
problems for the college. "The first,"
the report continues, "is the teaching
problem of our extension courses. It
is doubtful whether we can continue
on the present basis of offering only
such classes as can be given by those
members of the faculty who are willing to give the time to extension
work, perhaps simply for the sake of
the extra compensation. This will
mean that certain important subjects
will never be offered, because the
teachers of those subjects cannot
spare the time. T·he other prdblem
involves the pr operly qualified graduate students, some of them women,
who wish to do work for a master's
degree in a department where we are
not equipped to carry on the necessary
advanced work. Shall we continue our
extension courses and make provision
for teaching them by later addition
to our Thculty? New men might expressly be engaged to teach in extension, with a light load in their
classes on the campus."

MEMORY DAYS.
"Deux pigeons s'aimaient d'amour
tendre.
L'un d'eux, s'ennuyant au logis,
Fut assez fou pour entreprendre
u~ voyage en lointain pays.
L'autre lui dit Qu'aliez-vous
faire?
Voulez-vous quitter votre frere?
L'absence est le plus grand des
maux
Non pas pour vous, cruel.''
As the above verses of La Fontaine
who in his noted "fables" found the
way to please and instruct at the
same time have been running through
my mind for the past few days, is it
any wonder that I should begin this
article with them since they describe
in general the conversations that occurred between my friends and myself before my departure for France.
Taking a French liner in order to
get into a French environment as
soon as possible, I left my native land
filled with conflicting emotions. This
was due to three causes, namely, the
motion of the boat; the fact that the
majority of people standing at the
rail continued to wave handkerchiefs
and smile through their tears long
after "Liberty" and the New York
skyline had disappeared from the horizon; and the fact that at "dejeuner"
which was served soon after we embarked each person was given a little
fish as hors-d'oeuvre.
Most of my
friends had assured me "sans pitie"
that I would be deathly sick and for
weeks before my departure had enlarged in a cheerful manner upon all
the symptoms of that dread malady
"mal de mer." After the first twenty-four hours, finding that I was in
normal health and because the person
who occupied the deck chair next to
mine was young and beautiful I began
to enjoy myself to the fullest extent.
When an American travels on a
French boat it is taken for granted
that he is there to quench the thirst
acquired as a result of the "regime
sec.'' I soon distinguished myself by
refusing all invitations to the bar and
a certain clergyman came to admire
me very much for setting the example as he put it and showing the
foreigners that there were still some
"gens serieux aux Etats-Unis.''
I
flourished under the warming, pleasant rays of his praise for, who doesn't
like to be the object of other people's
admiration? Filled with a righteous
pride, I flaunted my "qualities" in the
faces of my fellow passengers prone
to spend a good part of the day hang-
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ing on the "American bar" in search
of "Utopia.''
The fifth day out I woke up filled
with a "cepressentiment funeste" to
find that a storm was raging.
My
friend the clergyman came to my cabin
a few minutes later to invite me "a
faire un petit tour sur le pont" before
breakfast. While waiting for me to
get dressed he delivered a harangue on
the evils of alcohol. I agreed heartily, that is, I emitted consoling grunts
in the affirmation at the proper intervals and when he had finished I
added that never having imbibed I
didn't intend to start and as the trite
old saying goes "one can't miss what
he hasn't had.'' These words had no
sooner been uttered when the boat
gave a sudden lurch and out from
under my bed rolled twelve big champagne oottles, green in color; that
subtle shade of green almost a black
that means triple sec, high voltage or
some such thing.
"Well, Well, WellGod, God forgive us all!"
(Macbeth, Act V, Sc. 1.)
The clergyman regarded the bottles. I did likewise with mouth wide
open, eyes like saucers and arms hanging limp at my sides; too astonished
to utter a sound. Then he looked at
me. One of those hurt looks that
words can't express, the kind your pet
dog gives you when you accidently
step on his tail. One of those looks
that seems to demand "Why didn't
you prepare me for this? Oh, why
did you do it?" Af3 he turned on his
heel and left me without saying a
word I sank to the edge of the bed
thoroughly wilted. Through my mind
kept running the thought "As long
as I live never will I judge anyone by
circumstantial evidence.''
Pulling myself together I immediately reflected on all the detective
stories I had ever read and tried to
recall what steps one took to solve
such mysteries. I was determined to
find out who had put the bottles under my bed and why. No quarter
would be given. It was to be a battle
to the death if necessary.
"Have I unwittingly harmed some
one? Have I unintentionally incurred
the enmity of some person that would
move him to perform suCih a dastardly
act ? "
I asked myself
The next day, having finished "Gentlemen prefer blondes," I sauntered
down to my cabin to get a copy of
"Mr. and Mrs. Haddock in Paris,
France.'' Such books on travel are
a wonderful aid to a person visiting
a strange land for the first time.
They help one to appear "moins neuf"
or in other words, they put you "a la
page.''
Reaching the door of my
cabin, I stopped on the threshold as
if turned to stone. Before me was
the culprit-the ca.bin boy on his knees
was counting the bottles, gloating
over the foul things and I noticed that
two more had been added to their
number.
"Que faites-vous la ?" I cried in
stentorian tones.
The villain jumped to his feet,
trembling, his eyes rolling furtively
from side to side. However, I must
add in his favor that he had the presence of' mind to blush.

"Pardon M'sieu" he stammered, "j'ai
mis ces bouteilles ici parceque je veux
les garder pour .rna femme qui habite
Le Havre. Elle se sert de ces bouteilles quand elle fait du vin. Si je
les avais mises ailleurs les autres
garcons de ·c abines les auraient volees;
si elles ne vous genent pas je voudrais
bien avoir votre permission de les
laisser ici. Personne ne pensera a
venir ici les ohercher.''
"Bien sur vous pouvez les laisser
ici, seulement si vous m'aviez demande
rna permission d'abord j'aurais evite
beaucoup de malheurs," I replied. He
thanked me a t housand times and I
forgave him.
The last few days found me quite
busy, for the majority of passengers
unable to speak French enlisted my
aid as interpreter when trying to
make arrangements about trunks, railroad tickets, changing dollars into
francs and the like.
There was so much commotion upon
our arrival at Le Havre that all I can
remember is being pushed through a
crowd of valise ladened, chattering,
bewildered people, having my passport stamped, answering "Rien" to a
grim looking individual in uniform
who after having asked "Avez-vous
quelque chose a declarer?" glared at
me a few minutes and then scratched
a number on my luggage with a piece
of chalk. At first I thought it meant
that I was free to pass by "le guichet"
to the train. To my astonishment I
found in my compartment besides the
charming young lady who occupied the
deck chair next to mine, the disillusioned clergyman. The young lady
and I had arranged for places in the
same compartment, but we had overlooked the clergyman in our calculations. Evidently I showed my surprise for, he explained that not being
able to speak French well, he wanted
to be with me so that I could act as
interpreter and put him on the right
road towards his destination when we
arrived.
I immediately began to
wonder if he, realizing I had been the
innocent play-thing of circumstance
was having remorse of conscience for
having judged me too hastily or if on
the other hand still believing me guilty he considered me as representing
a fertile field for missionary work
and had determined to save me from
myself. As a result the young lady
whom I might add happened to be
French and was on her way back to
her home in Paris after a visit with
relatives in New York sat in a corner
near the window and like myself politely answered "yes" and "no" to the
clergyman in his vain attempts to revive the lapsing conversation. Little
diq he realize the torture I was going
through, the thoughts that kept surging up in me clamoring to be expressed to my charming travelling companion, the questions one feverishly
wishes to ask when one knows that
the time for ·parting with a friend
perhaps forever-is rapidly approaching. I saw red but sat stolidly relieving myself by picturing the various
tortures to which I would have subjected that clergyman had he been
a slave and I a Roman emperor. So
we both ·sat like stoics bound in by
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convention, the toys of fate, of '{les
soeurs filandieres" our lips curled back
showing our teeth in a supreme effort
to smile. Just as the journey up hill,
down hill and around the bends a fine
imitation of a ride on a roller-coaster
was getting monotonous I saw the
dome and minarets of Sacre-Coeur
glistening and majestically surveying
the city from the Butte. Then after
passing innumerable little . toy-like
freight cars marked vingt hommes,
six chevaux, we arrived in the gare
St. Lazare. The young lady and I
shook hands, said au revoir and she
was immediately swept off into the
crowd oy' some people who had come
to meet her.
I led the clergyman to the entrance
of the depot and as we were both tired
and hungry I invited him to come to
my hotel as the next day would be
soon enough to search for his future
home. Through an agency in New
York he had hired an apartment in
Paris for the winter. The first thing
I noticed was that all the taxi drivers
had side whiskers and long beards
which gave them the air of a bunch
of anarchists. I selected the least
ferocious looking driver, gave the address of a hotel and we clambered
into his taxi. I'll never forget that
ride . . zig-zagging from one side of
the street to the other tearing around
corners on two wheels and nearly, but
not quite hitting every other vehicle
in the streets through which we flew!
For the first time I was glad the
clergyman was with me for, said I to
myself, if there's a dis•aster at least
I have the consolation of knowing that
I;'m in good company. Arriving at
the hotel I fo0und it was "!'habitude"
to pay not only for the ride but for
each bag and valise and in addition
to give a tip to the driver. Not being able to see the philosophy in tipping a man who had tried his best to
kill me, I paid :for the ride and the
bags, but refused to give a tip. The
driver began to squeak and wave his
hands violently in the air. Thus I
was given my second lesson in profane
French words. As I dashed for the
entrance of the hotel followed by the
clergyman, every moment expecting a
knife in the back, I looked around and
saw him drive off muttering in his
beard. The poor clergyman hadn't
understood a word and since the driver
had included a vivid character sketch
of him as well as of myself and our
respective ancestors I did not have
the courage to tell him what the conversation was about.
He was so
happy in his ignorance! "So this is
Paris", he originally volunteered.
'l'hen one day two hours before taking a train for Limoges where I was
to study during the coming year I
climbed "La Tour Eiffel" to say adieu
to Paris and there on the very top I
encountered my charming tr.aveling
companion and with her was her
mother. •Ex:plaining that because I
had to leave immediately for Limoges
I couldn't .accept their invitation to
dinner; I once more said "au revoir",
descended from the tower and jumping into a taxli, started for "Quai
d'Orsay."
Whom should I meet in front of the
depot, but the clergymJan; he was
coming toward me looking like someone that had just received bad news
from home.

oO, what can ail .t hee, knight at
ar-m s
Alone and palely loitering,
The sedge is withered from the
lake
Am.d no birds sing.
0 what can .a il thee, knight at

arms
So haggard and so woebegone?
,At these words he turned and
stared a:t mre with a blank eXIpression,
scarcely daring to believe his own
ears.
Then a look of recognition
dawned in his eyes and he rushed
headlong and fell upon me wimpering. Now I understand -h ow ~obin
son Crusoe mlust have felt when he
rescued "Friday" from the cannibals.
"Qu'est--ce qu'il y a maintenant,
mon cher ami ? " I asked and as that
pained look of which I have already
spoken came into ~is eyes for the
second time since I had made -h is ac-

quaintance I remembered and spoke
E'nglish.
IRe said that leaving his apartment
he had wandered about the city all
day and finally! feeling tired and having decided to return home had called
Finding that he couldn't
a taxi.
mJake the driver understand him, he
thought that if he wrote the address
he would be able to escape from the
dilemma. He found that he had neither pencil nor paper and what
was worse he didn't know h<YW to ask
for those articles in French. lie
hailed taxi -after taxi with the same
result. He tried spelling but failed
for he could only spell in the English
fashion.
W•a ndering wbout in the
depths of despair it seemed to him
that he heard some verses from Keats
and began to think that he .was losing
his mind. Turning around he saw
me and at first could scarcely believe his eyes. What a relief it Wlas
to see a friend!
I said, "I'm in a hurry as I'm leaving Paris within the next twenty minutes. Take m'Y advice and never leave
your apartment unless armed with a
fountain pen or a pencil and paper.
What's the name of your street?"
'~Who eat, Roo der Pressel," he responded. No wonder the taxi drivers
wouldn't take him home!
"You doubtless mean 8, Rue de
Presle", I said and spelled it. As he
said yes, I made him repeat it after
me several times, gave him my copy
of Zuilman's "Plan de Paris par Arrondissement" pointed out on map
number fifteen Rue de Presle not far
from 'Eeole militaire ·a nd les Invalides, told him not to forget to obtain
a "carte d' identite" if he' didn't want
to get into difficulties with the authorities, bade him good-bye saying,
"Mon ami vous avez un charmant
caractere, mais vous etes completement idiot."
"I'll call on you at
Cbristmas time when I come ·b ack to
Paris on my way to England." "Bon
courage," and ran .for my train.
As I rode home I fell into a reverie.
I decided that when my sojourn over
here comes to an end I'll stop in Paris
on the way to the post for the liner
and will climb to the top -o f Eiffel
T-o wer just for old times sake. Who
isn't just a bit, even if only a wee bit
-sentimental? Then I shall embark
sad to be leaving "La douce France"
the land of my "Memory Days", but
at the s·am:e time happy with the
thought that I shall soon see the
shores of moy native land. .F-or as
Du Bellay said:

$1; Glee Club $1; Union 50 cents.
Even then read a letter from the
American Red Cross desiring a record
of the contributors from Trinity College. The question of additional
chapel cuts had not as yet been discussed by the Faculty, but had been
left to the next meeting.
The meeting of the Athletic Association was opened by the President,
Jackson. Among the new business
was the news that the petition had
been granted to present Uhlig with his
letter. A fine basketball schedule has
been worked out for the coming season and includes games with Connecticut Agricultural College, Williams,
Wesleyan, Dartmouth, and Harvard.

Trinity Trackmen Have
Busy Schedule in 1928
Four Meets -o n List for SpringBaseball Team has 14 Tilts
Nineteen contests are listed for the
Trinity College track and baseball
teams next spring, according to the
schedules announced by Graduate
Manager Stanley H. Leeke.
The track team is scheduled for the
Eastern Intercollegiates at Worcester,
May 12, and four dual meets, three of
them on Trinity Field. This comprises the most ambitious track season
attempted by Trinity since the war
and reflects the great -improvement
shown in this branch of intercollegiate
competition last season. The dual
meets are as follows: April 28, Worcester Tech at Worcester; May 5,
Massachusetts Aggies; May 19, Connecticut Aggies; May 26 Clark University.
The baseball schedule includes 14
games, eight at home. Two contests
are listed with Wesleyan, Trinity's
traditional rival, providing the commencement games for both institutions. Harvard appears on a Trinity
baseball schedule for the first time
since the war. The schedule:
April 14, Rhode Island State at
Kingston; 18, Harvard at Cambridge;
21, Amherst at Amherst; 28, Colby;
May 5, Stevens Tech; 9, Connecticut
Aggies; 12, Providence College; 19,
C. C. N.Y., at New York; 16, Hamilton; 30, St. Michael's; June 15, Wesleyan at Middletown; 16, Alumni; 18,
Wesleyan.

"Heureux qui, oomme Ulysse, a fait
un beau voyage
Ou comme cestui la qui conquit la
toison
M•acgregor-"Are ye the mon who
Et puis est retourne, plein d'usage et cut ma hair last time?"
:t:aison,
Barber-"! don't think so, sir. I've
Vivre entre ses parents le rests de son only been here six months."
age."
---<JAMES H. LIBERTY, Limoges,
Miother-"Wihy are you beating
Hiaute Vienne, France.
Willie like that ? "
Wlillie's F.ather-"Yoru see, tomorrow afternoon he will ·bring home his
school r eport and I have to .go away
COLLEGE BODY MEETING.
before breakfast in the morning."
The monthly meeting of the Student
**
Body was held in the Public Speaking
W1ill's Way.
Room on Monday, December 4, at 12
Will Rogers' definition of an optio'clock. The meeting was called to
order by the president, "Bill" Even. mist is a man who can go to the front
As there was no old business to be door -at nig ht and ·m eet the wr0lf and
discussed, meeting turned to new busi- the next morning appear wearing a
ness. There was a discussion on fur eoat.
**
changing the night of the Junior Prom
Terrible!
from Friday to Monday. This was
Grammatical Doggum:s-"Lay down,
thought advisable, as Proms proved
more successful at the end rather than pup; lay down!" ordered the man.
the beginning of festivities. It was "Good dog.gie-lay down, I say."
"Y10u'll have to say 'Lie down,' Misvoted to send a petition to that effect
ter,''
declared -a small byiSotander.
to the Faculty. The president of the
Jesters, "Bob" Gibson, then urged the "That's a Boston terrier."
-M. I. T. Voo Doo
student body to support the public
performance of "The Haunted House."
The tickets are $1 each and there will
Exception to Rule.
be dancing after the show. It was
A new system of memory trainin.g
reported that the Sophomore Hop had was being taught in the village school,
gone over the top due to the splendid and the teacher was enthusiastic.
support of the students. The Picture
"For e~amlple," he said, "suppose
Committee of "The Ivy" stated that you wrant to remember the name of
the photographers would be in Alumni a poet-illo-b'by Burns. Fix in your
Hall to fill appointments all day Wed- mind's eye a -p icture of a policeman
nesday and Thursday. A report was in flames. .Bobby Burns. See?"
also given as to the expenditure of
"Yes, I see," said the bright pupil,
the $5 each student was assessed and ".b ut how is one to ·know it doesn't
is as follows: "Tripod" $2.50; Jesters mean Robert Browning?"

Did You Say Humor?

••

••

Little Leonard was inclined to laziness, and seldom did he put his playthings away before retiring for the
night.
His grandmother, who was staying
the week-end, decided to correct the
young man's slackness. So she began
to tell him a story.
"Once upon a time there was a little
poy who became very rich because he
~lways put his 'toys away."
"Right," said Leonard, a modern
child. "I'll tell you a story now, grannie, dear.
A mother called her little daughter
"There was once a very pretty little
to her.
pussycat--and it barked!"
"Just imagine, dear," she said,
**
"Aunt Mary has a new baby, and now
Baby was going on at a great rate,
mamma is the baby's aunt, papa is
and the father of the family finally
the baby's uncle, and you are her
demanded to know what the youngster
little cousin."
was crying about.
"Well," said the astonished little
"He wants his own way," respondel
girl, "wasn't that all arranged
the child's mother,'' and he can't have
quick?"
it."
**
"Yes, he might as well get that idea
A smartly dressed woman walked
out of his head at the start,'' said the
into a shop and asked to see some
old man, grimly.
material suitable for a costume. The
**
"Boston Globe" tells what happened:
A colored woman came into the ofShe was shown several rolls of
fice of the estate for which she
cloth, but none of them seemed good
worked to receive her mont hly wages.
enough for her.
As she could not write, she always
At last the salesman brought the
made her mark on the receipts-the
best "line" he had in the place.
usual cross. But on this occasion she
"This, madam," he purred, "is all
):!lade a circle.
wool."
"What's the matter, Linda?" the
"Then why," asked the prospective
man in charge asked. "Why don't you
customer, looking closely at the label,
make a cross, as usual? "
.
on which was a notice in very small,
"Why," Linda explained earnestly,
print "is it called cotton?"
"Ah done got married yesterday an'
"That, madam," answered the saleschanged mah name."
man, "is to deceive the moths."

He had been dining too well, and,
hailing a taxi, he crawled gingerly
inside, after falteringly giving the
driver his destination.
It happened that the opposite door
had been left unlatched by the previous fare, and, standing against it, the
inebriated one fell outside again. He
picked himself up with great difficulty, .and accosted the driver.
"Thatsh pretty ;quick work," lhe
said. "How mush do I owe you?"

••

• *

**

John and George, small sons of a
Husband-"Hm! Funny pudding
Baptist minister, after listening to one
this!"
Wife--"Yes, dear! That's as far as of their father's sermons, decided
I got with the recipe when the radio that they must baptize their family
cats . .
broke down."
The kittens made no objection. One
* *
IT weeny-"I'm a-goin' ter see me by one they were put in a big tub of
water.
hant ter-morrer."
But when it came to the mother
Cook-"Yer what?"
cat,
she rebelled, and fought and
Tweeny-"Me hant!"
Cook-"You mean yer ant; a hant's scratched until at last John remarked:
"Just sprinkle her, George, and
a hinsect."
let her go to hell!"
* *
Guard-"But you don't mean to
**
A woman leaving home for the
tell me this boy is under twelve?"
Passenger (on very slow train)- day locked up everything carefully
"Maybe not-but he was when we and for the milkman's benefit left a
card on the back door:
started."
"All out. Don't leave anything."
**
On her return, she found the house
An old farmer and his wife were
standing before their pigsty, looking ransacked and all her choicest possesat their only pig, when the old lady sions missing. To the card on the
said: "John, it will be our silver wed- door were added the words:
"Thanks. We ain't."
ding tomorrow. Let's kill the pig."
John replied with disgust: "What's
* *
the use of murdering the poor pig for
Two men were discussing their
what happened twenty-five years private affairs, when one of them
ago?"
said to the other: "I have always been
your friend. Whenever people have
**
A group of Chinese boys were dis- said anything against you I have alcussing the relative merits of the two ways stood up in your defense. Only
billboards, one advertising Carnation the other night I heard a man say
Milk and the other advertising Bull you were not fit to live with pigs."
Durham. One of the boys was explain"And what did you tell him?"
ing the signs to the others in this
"I told him y-ou were·. "
w:ay: "In Alm.erica they have he cows
**
and she cows. The she cows give
One of the larger Eastern golf
milk and the he cows give tobacco." clubs has a pleasant custom. Once a
year all the caddies are guests at a
**
"Step right up, ladies and gentle- big dinner.
At the latest feast one of the boysmen," shouted the showman at the
fair, "and see the woman get sawed disdained to employ either of the
He
in two before your very eyes. Only forks he found at his place.
loaded his food into himself with his
a quarter."
"I'll risk that much," said a by- knife. When the ice cream course was
stander, "though of course it rmrust reached, and he still wielded his knife,
be a trick. Otherwise they'd charge a boy who sat opposite him shouted:
"Gee! Look at Skinny usin' his
more."
iron
all the way 'round!"
**
Superintendent-"Y ou big bone**
head, you've got us into a damage
Need For Haste.
suit. I told you to fire that man-not
Hurry!
to hit him with an ax."
MEN'S SOX
Swedish Foreman-"Vell, boss, dose
go for-a pair
ax she have sign vot say, 'For Fire
2c
Use Only,' so I used her. Vhy ain't
Not guaranteed to last all day.
I done right?"
-From a sale poster in Cantop
(Ohio).
**
A fellow who had stopped in Spring* *
Playing Safe.
field, Illinois, was being piloted along
J eweler-"If I were you, I would
the Toute by a loquacious •b ut somewhat tiresome cab driver who insisted not have 'George, to his dearest Alice•
on regaling him with local news of engraved. If Alice changes her mind,
little interest to strangers. As they you can't use the ring again."
Young Man-"What would you sugpassed one house the Jehu pointed the
butt of his whip at it and remarked: gest?"
"Lincoln's home."
"I would suggest the words 'George,
"Is he, indeed?" returned the to his first and only love.' "-Montreal
Daily Star.
traveler, bored but still polite.

